


Create your own scenes directly in CUBEVISION with the brand new «Smart Function Creator». Your �nished scene 



of your scene. Here you can �nd all elements of 

create scenes, but also de�ne exactly how they 

(AND/OR). Whether simple or complex, you can 



operation with the advantages of a precise touch screen. With its con�gurable mechanical buttons, any desired func



Designed to �t a standard �ush-mounted insert, it is installed in an 

existing hole. The precisely manufactured wall mounting bracket is 

Sound Camera Presence Temperature CO2 Humidity



art technology and architectural design possibilities. Whether drywall construction, brickwork or furniture – �ush 



A special frame construction (Universal Cover Frame) allows both �ush mounting (Fig. 1) and conventional mounting

traf�c situation or access current weather data before leaving the house. An overview of your cameras is just as easy 

to access as audio and video content from any source. Selected Axis

1. Touch-Panel-PC, 2. Mounting frame, 3. Universal Cover Frame, 4. Wallbox



Alexa voice control from Amazon

controlled by voice command. Of course, you also link the extensive functional portfolio of EDITOR with Alexa. 

of charge further ready-made logic groups that execute application-oriented services. The visualization was extended 



Alexa voice control from Amazon

EDITOR. For example, functions triggered 

not to be executed can be stopped comfortably with 



the luminaires, the rest of the con�gurati



that offer the possibility of exporting data or accessing external data. However, it happens 



MODULE, you can also easily implement voice control of these components. For example, with Amazon  Alexa 

tion of the connected load. This allows you to see exactly which consumers in the house have received how much 



which requires power only during switching operations and is also extremely 



 Alexa, SONOS

integrated, you control IoT devices with any KNX or EnOcean components. And vice versa, of course. For example, 



 Alexa, Apple

Whether new installation or retro�tting: Equipped with a KNX/TP or an EnOcean 

MODULE �ts in almost every installation. The 




